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Abstract  Objective: To compare the efficacy of sperm preparation techniques modified by 
two layer density gradient technique (80%, 40%). 
 
 Methods: Sperm preparation was performed by two- and three-layer density 
gradient technique by centrifugation at 500 rpm for 20 minutes using SpermGrad 
(Vitrolife, Sweden). 
 Results: The average concentration of total sperm preparation by two-layer 
density gradient was 23.19 million with a standard deviation of 11.9 million while 
the result of three-layer density gradient preparation obtained a mean total 
sperm concentration of 19.64 million with a standard deviation of 10.033 million. 
The mean total concentration of sperm in three-layer was lower than two-layer 
density gradient with p <0.001.
 Conclusions: This study concludes that there was a significant difference between 
the concentration of sperm prepared using two-layer and three-layers density 
gradient technique.
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Introduction 
Current assisted reproductive technologies 
such as intrauterine insemination (IUI) and in 
vitro fertilization (IVF)/intracytoplasmic sperm 
injection (ICSI) have been widely applied in the 
treatment of infertility. Ejaculated spermatozoa 
should be separated from seminal plasma in 
order to function properly. The presence of 
prostaglandins in seminal plasma may cause 
uterine contractions. In addition, seminal plasma 
also contains several substances that may reduce 
the ability of sperm to fertilize. Therefore, sperm 
preparation techniques have become an integral 
part in assisted reproductive techniques (ART).1
Various kinds of sperm preparation techniques 
have been developed, such as swim-up, swim-
down, and density gradient techniques. These 
techniques aimed to produce a ready to use 
sperm suspensions that are free from plasma, 
non-motile sperm, debris, leukocytes, and other 
contaminants, with a high recovery of motile 
sperms. Sperm separation by density gradient 
has become a standard technique in many ART 
laboratories because it can be done easily and 
quickly resulting a high motile sperm recovery. 
In addition, the density gradient has become a 
common procedure that is widely known.2
Percoll density gradient procedure has been 
used extensively in a variety of ART procedures. 
However, several studies reported that the 
Percoll gradient containing endotoxin can cause 
irritation to the tissue after IUI and the silica 
particles might damage the sperm membrane.2 
Consequently, a wide range of products and 
density gradient procedures were developed and 
have produced different effects on the quantity 
of sperm preparation outcome and fertilization 
rate.3
Aster Clinical Laboratory, Dr. Hasan Sadikin 
General Hospital, routinely uses three-layer 
density gradient technique (90%, 70%, 40%) by 
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centrifugation at 500 rpm for 20 minutes using 
SpermGrad® (Vitrolife, Sweden) while several 
journals and many studies reported the use of 
two-layer density gradient technique with 1,750 
rpm centrifugation for 10 min.4 The purpose 
of this study was to determine which density 
gradient technique is more effective and efficient 
between the three-layer density gradient (90%, 
70%, 40%) and two-layer density gradient (80%, 
40%).
Methods 
Objects
The sperm samples were obtained from 25 
adults who signed up for routine sperm analysis 
in Aster Clinical Laboratory Dr. Hasan Sadikin 
General Hospital, Bandung. Each semen sample 
was divided into two equal parts and each 
aliquot was prepared using three-layer and 
two-layer density gradient density techniques. 
The research was conducted in the period of 
September and October 2010. The research 
took place in Aster IVF Clinic, Dr. Hasan Sadikin 
General Hospital.
Semen Samples and Medium
Semen samples were collected through 
masturbation and collected in sterile containers 
after 3 days of sexual abstinence. Each sample 
was examined for volume, motility, and 
sperm concentration using the World Health 
Organization (WHO) 1999 manual standard. 
Every post liquefaction sperm samples were 
divided into two equal parts and each aliquot 
was prepared using three-layers discontinuous 
density gradient (90%, 70%, 40%) with a speed 
of 500 rpm centrifugation for 20 minutes, 
followed by two-layer discontinuous density 
gradient (80%, 40%) with a speed of 1,750 rpm 
for 10 minutes.
SpermRinse® medium (Vitrolife, Sweden) 
were equilibrated for 24 hours in a 5% CO
2
 
incubator at 37 °C. Gradient stock solution 100% 
SpermGrad® (Vitrolife, Sweden) was diluted 
using SpermRinse® to generate a concentration 
gradient medium, respectively 90%, 80%, 70%, 
and 40%.
Sperm Preparation
Experiment 1: Sperm preparation using three 
layers density gradient (90%, 70%, 40%)
A total of 1 mL aliquot SpermGrad® 40% was 
inserted into the tube. SpermGrad® 70% and 
90% were placed respectively at the bottom of 
the tube. About 1 mL of semen was inserted 
into the tube diligently through the tube wall. All 
samples were then centrifuged at 500 rpm for 20 
minutes. After centrifugation, 1 mL SpermGrad 
40% and 70% and 0.5 mL of 90% SpermGrad 
were discarded. Residual 0.5 mL SpermGrad 90% 
was diluted in 2 mL medium and centrifuged at 
1,500 rpm for 10 minutes. Sperm pellet was then 
diluted in 0.5 mL SpermRinse®.
Experiment 2: Separation of sperm density 
gradient using two layers of 80% and 40%
Approximately 1 mL aliquot SpermGrad® 
40% was put into the tube, followed by 1 mL 
SpermGrad® 80% at the bottom of the tube. One 
ml aliquot of semen was inserted into the tube 
Table 1 Sperm Concentration Differences between Three-Layer and Two-Layer Density Gradient 
Techniques
Concentration
Three-Layer Density Gradient Two-Layer Density Gradient 
p Value
(n=25) (in milllions) (n=25) (in milllions)
Mean (SD) 21.96 (11.01) 27.32 (13.27) 0.0001
Range 12–63 7–49
SD: standard deviation; The p-value is calculated based on the Independent t-test
Table 2 Sperm Motility Differences between Three-Layer and Two-Layer Density Gradient Techniques
Motility
Three-Layer Density Gradient Two-Layer Density Gradient 
p Value
(n=25) (in percent) (n=25) (in percent)
Mean (SD) 89.24 (7.16) 84.32 (8.89) 0.0001
Range 80–95 70–90
Description: The p-value calculated by Wilcoxon signed-rank test
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diligently. The sample was centrifuged at 1,750 
rpm for 10 minutes. The pellet that was obtained 
using 2 mL SpermRinse® was washed, rotated at 
1,500 rpm for 5 minutes  and the pellet was then 
diluted in 0.5 mL SpermRinse®.
Measured parameters of this study are the 
value of recovery of motile sperm, motility 
percentage, sperm concentration, and total 
concentration of the post washing sperms.
Results 
The mean concentration of sperm preparation 
technique with two-layer density gradient was 
27.32 millions with a standard deviation of 13.272 
millions. For the three-layers density gradient 
preparation, the mean sperm concentration 
obtained was 21.96 millions with a standard 
deviation of 11.013 millions. A visible difference 
between the average value of two-layer density 
gradient and three-layer density gradient was 
5.36 with a standard deviation of 5.384 with 
a p value of <0.001. It can be concluded that 
there were significant differences between the 
concentration of sperm preparation prepared by 
density gradient techniques using two-layer and 
three-layer density gradient.
The average concentration of the sperm 
preparation obtained by three-layer gradient 
technique was 21.96 millions with a standard 
deviation of 11.013 millions. The mean 
concentration of sperm preparation by two 
layer density gradient was 27.32 millions with 
a standard deviation of 13.272 millions. The 
visible difference between the average value 
of two-layer and three-layer density gradient 
was 5.36 millions with a standard deviation 
of 5.384 millions. There was a significant 
difference between the concentration of sperms 
in two-layer and three-layer density gradient 
preparations, statistically.
The mean sperm motility that was obtained 
with three-layer density gradient technique was 
89.24 percent with a standard deviation of 7,155 
percent. The mean sperm motility preparation 
by two-layer density gradient group was 84.32 
percent with a standard deviation of 8.892 
percents. The difference between the average 
value of two-layer and three-layer density 
gradient motility density was 4.92 with a standard 
deviation of 5.291. The statistical test result 
showed that there was a significant difference 
of sperm motility between the two-layer and 
three-layer density gradient preparation.
The mean total sperm concentration in 
three-layer density gradient technique group 
was 19.64 millions with a standard deviation 
of 10.033 millions. The mean concentration of 
total sperm preparation with two-layers density 
gradient was 23.19 millions with a standard 
deviation of 11.902 millions. The difference 
between the average value of two-layers and 
three-layers density gradient was 3.54 millions 
with a standard deviation of 4.390 millions. 
There was a significant difference between the 
concentration of sperms in two-layer and three-
layer density gradient preparations.
Discussion
The purpose of sperm preparation in assisted 
reproductive technology is to obtain recovery 
of sperm from the seminal fluid with the highest 
results and without any iatrogenic effects that can 
reduce sperm motility, viability, and capability to 
fertilize. Discontinuous density gradient appears 
to be the most effective method to remove 
seminal fluid and other cellular elements in 
the semen.5 Sperm separation technique with 
a density gradient can vary, by using one layer 
up to ten layers. However, the most widely 
known technique uses two or three layers. Many 
studies reported that the result of the sperm 
preparation using four-layer density gradient 
has lower quality than the two or three layers 
technique.6
This study demonstrated that the motility 
of sperm prepared using three-layer density 
gradient technique was higher than the two-
layer density gradient technique. It was caused 
Table 3 Distribution of Total Sperm Concentrations between Three-Layer and Two-Layer Density 
Gradient Techniques
Motility
Three-Layer Density Gradient Two-Layer Density Gradient 
p Value*)
(n=25) (in milllions) (n=25) (in milllions)
Mean (SD) 19.64 (10.03) 23.19 (11.9) 0.0001
Range 6.30–44.10 9.10–53.55
SD: standard deviation; The p-value calculated by independent t-test
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by the number of Percoll layers in the three-layer 
technique that was higher than in the two-layer 
density gradient technique. This resulted in only 
sperms with excellent motility were able to pass 
through the three-layers density gradient of 
percoll. Our results are relevant with Chen’s study 
that suggested PureSperm 3-layer gradients 
for sperm preparation have been reported 
to result in specimens with highly motile and 
morphologically normal spermatozoa.2
Total concentration of sperm in the two-layer 
density gradient technique was higher than in the 
three-layer density gradient technique group. 
This suggests that the two-layer density gradient 
technique produces a higher sperm recovery 
technique of density gradient than the three-
layer technique. The number of layers in the 
three-layer density gradient percoll technique 
was higher than in the two-layer density gradient 
technique; therefore the ability to select sperm 
in the three-layer density gradient technique is 
higher, with only a small amount of sperms was 
able to pass through. Hence, the concentration 
of sperms in the three-layer density gradient 
technique was lower than that of the two-layer 
density gradient technique group.
The two-layer density gradient is a suitable 
method for sperm preparation in IUI that 
requires a high number of sperms to reach a 
higher chance of successful fertilization. The 
concentration that resulted from this method 
is higher than from the three-layer method. 
Although the recovery motility is lower than that 
of the three-layer technique, it is still considered 
as normal.
The swim-up technique and the density 
gradient have different efficiency in separating 
the sperms. The sperms isolated with the 
technique are clean and motile, but damaged 
by the reactive oxygen species (ROS) with 
high deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) integrity. 
The sperms isolated with the density gradient 
centrifugation are not damaged by the ROS but 
with low DNA integrity.7 Another study showed 
that the sperms which are obtained through two-
layer density gradient centrifugation provide 
spermatozoa with a higher quality in terms of 
the motility, viability, and low DNA fragmented 
as compared to those which are obtained by the 
other conventional sperm preparation methods.8
A comparative study of two-layer density 
gradient technique and swim-up method 
showed that the outcome of two-layer density 
technique is better than the swim-up method. 
Two-layer density gradient method is superior 
to the swim-up method for sperm preparation 
and also more rapid and simpler technique 
compared to the swim-up method. Spermatozoa 
separated in two-layer gradient yields a higher 
number of motile sperms that can withstand 
cryopreservation that changes better than the 
specimens prepared by swim-up method. It 
may provide higher rates of recovery of mature, 
motile sperms in the specimens processed for 
ART, which may result in higher fertilization and 
pregnancy rates.9,10
The three-layer density gradient is a more 
suitable method for IVF and ICSI techniques. 
The three-layer density has a higher recovery 
motility value than the two-layers, despite 
its lower concentration. Since IVF techniques 
require a higher motility without considering the 
concentration, the three-layer density gradient 
is the best choice for these purposes. In addition, 
aneuploidy frequencies are lower in specimens 
enriched by the gradient centrifugation 
compared with unprocessed semen. A study 
shows that semen processed by density gradient 
centrifugation is very efficient in reducing sperms 
with aneuploidy and diploidy.11
The two-layer density gradient sperm 
preparations have a greater total sperm 
concentration than the three-layer gradient 
sperm preparations. It was concluded that 
the selected method should depend on the 
proposed clinical use. If the sperm preparation 
is performed for IUI, it is better to use the two-
layer density gradient method to reach a higher 
total sperm concentration. If the goal is that the 
sperms are to be used for IVF or ICSI, it is better 
to use the three-layer density gradient method.
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